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Project Day Objective 

• To arouse children's interest in books 

• Development of reading preliteracy 

• Getting to know Czech writers and illustrators for children 
 

Activity description: 

• Theme games: game Na knihovnu – getting to know Czech writers and illustrators for 
children (Leporella, picture books, encyclopaedias, books with a child hero...), gentle 
handling of the book 

• Exhibition of books brought by children - "My favourite book" 

• Guest: student of the 3rd year of the Secondary Pedagogical School in Krnov – 
reading: Ladislav Špaček – First day at school (etiquette and ethics for young children 
– a story with instruction) 

• Reading to continue before bedtime - Honzík's Journey 

• Art Moment: illustration for the book Honzík's Journey  

• Exhibition of children's books for parents in the kindergarten premises 
 

Summary: 

Our kindergarten has been involved in the project "The whole Czech Republic reads to children" 

for several years to support children's interest in books and the development of their reading 

preliteracy. 

The children brought their favourite book to the kindergarten and made an exhibition of the 

books they brought. They looked at the books with interest, discussed them, borrowed them 

from each other, and some carefully watched how carefully their book was treated. 

A student of the Secondary Pedagogical School visited us to introduce the children to Ladislav 

Špaček's book – Grandfather, I Already Go to School, with the story: "The First Day at School". 

Children listened with interest to the story with the child hero and evaluated the actions of the 

main characters. 

Regularly every day, we read a fairy tale book to children after lunch, during which the children 

relax. 

In the afternoon activities, the children met the author of the book Honzík's Journey Bohumil 

Říha and the illustrator Helena Zmatlíková, they tried to illustrate the story of Honzík's farewell. 

Throughout the day, parents had the opportunity to see an exhibition of suitable children's 

books in the kindergarten premises. 

 

 

Literature day in Kindergarten
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